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The Gravitational Water Vortex Power Plant (GWVPP) is a power generation system designed for ultralow
head and low flow water streams. Energy supply to rural areas using off-grid models is simple in design and
structure and sustainable to promote electricity access through renewable energy sources in the villages of
Nepal. The objective of this study is to determine the most favorable gap between the booster and main
runners of a Gravitational Water Vortex Turbine (GWVT) to ensure maximum power output of the GWVPP.
CFD analysis was used to evaluate the 30 mm gap between the main and booster runners, which was the most
favorable gap for enhancing the plant’s power. In this study, the optimum power and economic analysis of the
entire plant was conducted in the case of mass flow rates of 4 kg/s, 6 kg/s, and 8 kg/s. The system was
modeled in SolidWorks V2016 and its Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis was performed utilizing
ANSYS R2 2020 with varying multiple gaps between the main and booster runners to determine the most
favorable gap of the plant’s runner. This research concluded that optimum power could be achieved if the
distance of the main runner’s bottom position be fixed at 16.72 %, i.e., the distance between the top position of
the conical basin and the top position of the booster runner. At a mass flow rate of 8 kg/s, the plant generated
maximum electric energy (3,998,719.6 kWh) comparatively and economically contributed 268,870.10 USD on
an annual basis.
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1. INTRODUCTION 1
Water is a clean, inexpensive source of energy through which
an environmentally benign generation of power can be
ensured, and this is is of utmost importance for a sustainable
future. Nevertheless, much of water energy remains
underutilized [1]. The Gravitational Water Vortex Power Plant
(GWVPP) uses a hydrokinetic technique to extract energy, in
which case the kinetic energy of flowing water is immediately
transformed into electricity by a turbine with low or no head
[2]. The GWVT is a type of low-head turbine that can operate
at 0.7-3.0 m head, which is conventional for the production of
renewable energy and such hydro turbines have a positive
impact on the environment. The GWVT turbine rotates in a
co-axial manner and is a strike on its overall circumference.
Water enters the cannel by a huge, straight intake and then,
flows tangentially over the circular basin forming a vortex.
Due to the dynamic force between the turbine and flowing
water fluid, a vortex emerges that passes through the bottom
of the basin, which is intentionally structured to maintain
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pressure differences. It not only provides electricity for
households but also aerates the flow of water. Dhakal et al.
performed a computational and experimental analysis for
GWVPP with cylindrical and conical basins to determine the
optimum position of the runner. They demonstrated that the
power and efficiency were higher 65-75 % in the conical
basin, compared to the cylindrical basin [3, 4]. The GWVT is
beneficial for a variety of uses in human civilization and
industry, e.g., it can be used in load-setting situations to light
up home, community, run modest fans, etc. It can also be used
for irrigation as a water delivery system with a motorized
fountain spray. In industries, it is more useful to light up bulbs
and preserve energy grids [5]. The concentration of dissolved
oxygen may increase upon the formation of a vortex. It is
more advantageous in geographical places such as mountain
steep areas where transmission lines are not properly
accessible.
Mulligan et al. adjusted the ratio of orifice diameter and tank
diameter (d/D) in the range of 14-18 % for both in low-head
and high-head locations and found the vortex power optimum
[6]. Nepal is a landlocked country and 17 % of the total land is
flat, known as Terai Madhesh Region (TMR). Tri Ratna
Bajracharya et al. studied the free-flowing low-head water
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turbine of TMR, the condition of discharge, and length of the
basin diameter, and they found that the vortex was minimum
at the bottom level depending on the geometry of the basin’s
supply of discharge [7]. Wanchat et al. investigated the
formation of a vortex in/of the water stream and found that the
kinetic energy of the vortex of the water stream was the
characteristic of the water height, diameter of the orifice, and
basin of the structure. They also employed numerical and
experimental analyses to evaluate the produced electric power
of 60 W, which achieved 30 % efficiency for the plant [8, 9].
Rabin Dhakal et al. investigated the design method of the
GWVPP runner and found the efficiency of the curved blade
to be greater than a straight or twisted blade profile [10].
Manil Kayastha et al. suggested that the shifting of the runner
downwards would increase the efficiency of the plant [11]. R.
Ullah et al. conducted a performance analysis on multi-stage
GWVT and found that the performance of the GWVPP could
be increased using multistage, implying that the alignment
manner of the two runners should be the same rotor to a basin
with an identical diameter. He further analyzed experimentally
the effect of the ratios of rotor diameter to basin diameter on
multistage GWVPP with a conical basin of the plant for
adequate power and efficiency [12, 13].

As a result of the literate review, some relevant research gaps
have been identified. None of the scientific literature studies
has focused on the measurement of the most favorable gap
between the main and booster runners of the GWVPP plant.
CFD analysis evaluated which gap between the main and
booster runner would be the most favorable one to cover so as
to enhance the plant’s power. In this study, the optimum
power and economic analysis of the entire plant was evaluated
at mass flow rates of 4 kg/s, 6 kg/s, and 8 kg/s. Therefore, the
present research work aims to bridge the research gap for
ensuring reliable and sustainable energy in the installation of
cum production in the GWVPP plant.
2. METHODOLOGY

In this work, a holistic approach was used for the analysis of
two-stage GWVPP, as shown in Figure 1. In today’s world
where global warming is one of the greatest human
challenges, sustainable energy generation is becoming
increasingly relevant. The use of green and clean energy
sources is the best way to minimize hazardous gases and other
emissions of conventional energy usage.

Figure 1. Flowchart describing the methodology of the study

The gravitational water vortex power plant is a form of
micro-hydropower system that converts the energy of flowing
fluid into rotational energy with a head between 0.7-3.0
meters. The GWVPP system is built with a circular/conical
basin in which water creates a vortex above the drain used to
drive a water turbine. By using the Navier-Strokes equation
and the continuity equations, cylindrical coordinates can be
described taking the assumption of steady, incompressible,
and axis-symmetric flows as follows [14]:
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where Vθ = tangential velocity, Vr = radial velocity, Vz = axial
velocity, ρ = density of fluid, g = gravitational acceleration,
and ν = kinematic viscosity.

(1)

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

(2)

A numerical simulation as a computer-based calculation uses
a program to implement a mathematical model of a physical
system [15]. Most nonlinear systems require numerical
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simulations to analyze their behavior because their
mathematical models are too complex to provide analytical
answers [16]. Computational fluid dynamics is a branch of
fluid mechanics used for the analysis of and solution to the
problem corresponding to the fluid flow involving data
structures and the numerical analysis [17]. The calculations
that are essential to the model with a free fluid stream and the
interaction of the fluid with its surface area are defined by
boundary conditions that can be solved using computers [18].
The SolidWorks V2016 was utilized for modeling the
GWVPP system, and different gaps were provided such as
10mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm in
between the main runner and booster runner of the GWVT.
Finally, simulation results were analyzed using ANSYS R2
2020 and used to customize the favorable gap of the runners
of the GWVPT for optimal power of the plants.
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c) Main runner

3.1. 3D modeling of runner
The 3D modeling of the GWVPP structure was performed
using SolidWorks and various sections of GWVT such as
canal, basin, and runners aligned together, as shown in Figure
2. In the design process, the booster runner was kept fixed at
about 70 % of the total height of GWVT from the top position
of the conical basin and, simultaneously, the main runner
varied at different gaps such as 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 40
mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm to achieve optimum and sustainable
power of the plant.

d) Booster runner
Figure 2. 3D modeling of GWVPP system

3.2. Meshing and boundary condition

a) Canal

b) Conical basin

Meshing is one of the processes of engineering simulation that
is used for breaking complex geometries into simple parts
which can facilitate discretizing local approximations into
wider domains. The mesh has an impact on the speed,
accuracy, and convergence of simulation because this meshing
takes a large percentage of total simulation time to give the
most possible results [19]. There are two types of domains:
rotatory and stationary. The domain of the booster runner and
the main runner is used as a rotatory domain and the domain
of canal, basin, and a draft tube is used as the stationary
domain of the GWVPP structure, which is shown in Figure 3.

a) Stationary domain
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of the plant. Table 1 summarizes the mesh analysis results of
the plant setup.
Table 1. Results obtained from mesh analysis
Name
Number of elements
Orthogonal quality minimum size
Orthogonal quality maximum size
Aspect ratio
Number of nodes

(b) Wireframe view of a rotatory domain
Figure 3. Mesh generation (a) Stationary and (b) Rotatory domain of
GWVT system

In this work, the very popular Finite Element (FE)
computational simulating software ANSYS R2 2020 was used
for numerical analysis. During the process of meshing the
structure of the GWVT with a different individual component,
the elements in orthogonal shape were provided as 9 mm to 18
mm, and the rest of the parameters were set to be the default

Obtained results
475188
0.013535
0.99366
1.15
95941

After meshing the whole structure of the GWVPP, the
boundary conditions of mass flow rates of 4 kg/s, 6 kg/s, and 8
kg/s were set fixed at the inlet and outlet of the plant
following the conservation of mass with variable angular
velocities in the range of 1-4 rad/s. The method of
formulation, solving, and summary of boundary conditions are
depicted in Table 2. A difficut task is to set the condition to
get maximum angular velocities (in the range of 1-4 rad/s) so
as to choose the favorable gap (out of 10 mm, 20 mm, 30
mm, 40 mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm) after performing various
simulations to achieve the maximum output power of the
GWVPP.

Table 2. Summary of boundary conditions and features
1.

Boundary type

Operating conditions

i.

Mass flow rate inlet

4 kg/s, 6 kg/s, 8 kg/s

ii.

Pressure inlet

Atmospheric pressure

iii.

Wall

Steel wall

iv

Pressure outlet

Atmospheric pressure

2.

Feature

Technique

i.

Method of coupling velocity and pressure terms

Simple

ii.

Gradient discretization

Least square cell based

iii.

Pressure discretization

Second order

iv.

Momentum discretization

Second-order upwind

v.

Turbulent kinetic energy discretization

Second-order upwind

vi.

Specific dissipation rate

Second-order upwind

vii.

Maximum number of iterations

350

viii.

Mesh movement algorithm

Smoothing and re-meshing

ix.

Mesh movement algorithm over the fluid-solid interface

System coupling and deformation

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation results are presented in this section. Three
mass flow rates (i.e., 4 kg/s, 6 kg/s, and 8 kg/s) were set fixed
at the inlet and outlet of the plant and angular velocities
changed in the range of 1-4 rad/s in three conditions of the
vortex flow of water. In the meantime, the gaps/spacing was
increasing correspondingly from the top position of the
conical basin and the top position of the booster runner’s
distances to predict the main runner position set to be fixed in
between them. The seven input parameters of angular
velocities set fixed in the ANSYS at an equal interval of 0.5
rad/s (in between 1-4 rad/s range) and the power produced
through the main runner and booster runners obtained from
the numerical simulations at the gaps of 10 mm, 20 mm, 30
mm, 40 mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm with three different mass
flow rates are shown in Figure 4.

a) 10 mm gap of GWVT
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b) 20 mm gap of GWVT

c) 30 mm gap of GWVT
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f) 60 mm gap of GWVT
Figure 4. Power output vs. Angular velocity of the main runner
and booster runner at various gaps of the GWVT system

The optimum power generation at the gap of 30 mm in
between the main runner and booster runner for 4 kg/s, 6 kg/s,
and 8 kg/s mass flow rates was found as 0.2862522 Watt,
0.9852612 Watt, and 2.084236 Watt, respectively, as shown
in Figure 5. According to the appendix, if the GWVPP plant is
installed considering 10 hours of electric use every day, then
the plant with a mass flow rate of 4 kg/s will produce an
electric energy of 549157.671 kWh in a year, which will be
about 43,93,261.37 Rupees (36924.84 $). Likewise, the
annual economic analysis for mass flow rates of 6 kg/s and 4
kg/s GWVPP plant can produce 1890164.5 kWh and
3998719.6 kWh electric energies, which will be around
15121316 Rupees (127092.86 $) and 31989756.8 (268870.1
$), respectively. The optimum and cost-effective production
of electric energy by the GWVPP plant can be ensured when
30 mm gap be considered in between the main and booster
runner at a mass flow rate of 8 kg/s.

d) 40 mm gap of GWVT

Figure 5. Optimum power of GWVT system and the
corresponding favorable gap

5. CONCLUSIONS

e) 50 mm gap of GWVT

This study concluded that the optimum power of the GWVPP
plant could be enhanced upon fixing the main runner bottom
position at 16.72 % of the distances in between the top
position of the conical basin and the top position of the
booster runner. CFD analysis of this study illustrated that the
30 mm gap was the most favorable gap between the main
runner and booster runner. Also, the optimum power was
found to be maximum at the same gap of the main runner and
booster runner of the GWVT and the values obtained were
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0.2862522 Watt, 0.9852612 Watt, and 2.084236 Watt,
respectively. The distance between the top position of the
conical basin and the top position of the booster runner taken
was 179.39 mm; therefore, the favorable position of the main
runner would be 16.72 % of 179 mm, i.e., 29.9940 mm ~ 30
mm gap. This finding was validated according to the
computational simulation result. Thus, the present research
work aimed to bridge the research gap concerning the optimal
power and favorable gap of the main and booster runners of
the GWVT system. The optimum power and economic
analysis of the entire plant were evaluated at mass flow rates
of 4 kg/s, 6 kg/s, and 8 kg/s, respectively. The GWVPP plant
being installed considering 10 hours of daily electric use,
compared to one year, with a mass flow rate of 4 kg/s will
produce 549157.671 kWh electric energy, which will be about
43,93,261.37 Rupees (36924.84 $). Likewise, the yearly
economic analysis for the mass flow rates of 6 kg/s and 8 kg/s
can produce 1890164.5 kWh and 3998719.6 kWh electric
energy, which will be around 15121316 Rupees (127092.86 $)
and 31989756.8 (268870.1 $), respectively. At a mass flow
rate of 8 kg/s, the plant produces optimum electric energy
economically when a 30 mm gap is maintained between the
main and booster runners. In addition, the installation of
GWVPP by the general public or government authorities and
stakeholders will lead to greater convenience, implementation
confidence, proper utilization of green energy, thus enhancing
a plant’s power, cost-effectiveness, and efficiency output.
Future related work may focus on the validation of
computational numerical simulation results in experimental
terms.

6 kg/s, GWVPP would generate 1890164.5 kWh, which
would be around 15121316 Nepalese Rupees (127092.86 $)
yearly; and when the mass flow rate was 8 kg/s, the plant
would generate maximum electric energy of 3998719.6 kWh,
which is around 31989756.8 Nepalese Rupees (268870.1 $)
yearly.
It can be concluded that 8 kg/s mass flow rate will be more
economical and optimum electric energy can be harnessed
when the gap in between the main and booster runners is
maintained at 30 mm.
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